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The volumes of material removed to form the canyons, outflow channels and 
chaotic terrain around the Chryse basin can be used to estimate the volumes of 
water that participated in their formation (1). These estimates may then be 
extrapolated to the entire surface to estimate the total amount of water 
outgassed from the planet and present close to the surface. Previous 
estimates of the volumes of missing materials were made from the 
Mariner-9 based 1976 topographic map of the planet, supplemented by shadow 
measurements (1). These estimates are suspect because the spatial resolution 
of the Mariner-9 topographic data is comparable to the dimensions of many of 
the features whose depths are being estimated, and because much of the 
topographic data has large errors, having been derived mostly from UV and IR 
reflectivities (2). A new topographic map of Mars is now being compiled 
mainly from Viking photogrammetric measurements which have substantially 
better horizontal and vertical resolutions than the data used to compile the 
earlier map. Also approximately 100 new shadow measurements have been made 
throughout the region of interest, which encompasses the 1:5M maps MC-10, 
MC-11, MC-18, MC19. 

For the Chryse region, photogrametrically derived topography is currently 
available only for the 1:2M quadrangles of MC-18, MC-19 NW, MC-19 SW, and 
MC-11 SW. Volumes of features in these quadrangles were derived directly from 
the maps by measuring the areas at each elevation. The maps were compiled 
mainly from stereo images with horizontal resolutions ranging from 300 to 700 
meters. Global adjustment was effected by means of 3500 control points on 715 
frames in two broad bands, one around the equator and a polar band centered on 
the 110" and 290" meridians. Typical errors in relative elevations over 
distances of 100 km are estimated to be about 600 m. Errors with respect to 
the geoid are larger but only the relative elevations are relevant in this 
context. In the areas with no 1:2M topography, relative elevations were 
estimated from shadows. The Viking data set was searched for frames with sun 
elevation angles less than 25" and resolutions better than 250 meterslpixel. 
Shadows were then identified in these frames according to the following 
criteria: (a) crenulations on the possible shadows had to match crenulations 
on the shadowed object, (b) the crenulations had to be offset from the object 
in the direction of the sun line, and (c )  the shadows had to be cast onto a 
roughly planar surface. The resolution of the shadow measurements ranged 
widely according to the resolution of the frame and the sun angle. Where 
possible, all elevations were checked against terrestrial radar measurements, 
but in general most of the features were too narrow for meaningful depths to 
be derived from t-he radar since these measurements are biased toward the early 
returns and hence the higher elevations within the beam. The features whose 
depths are least well defined are Echus Chasma, north of the equator for which 
there are only 3 shadow measurements and 3 radar profiles, and the mouth of 
the Simud Tiu and Ares Valles in MC-11 NE, for which there are 2 radar 
profiles and 8 shadow measurements, and all are close to the effective 
resolution limit of these measurements. The derived volumes are shown in 
Table 1. 
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4 3 Table 1. Volumes of features in the Chryse Region (in units of 10 km ) 

Chasmata Valles 

Echus 
Hebes 
Ophir 
Candor 
Ti thonium 
Ius 
Melas 
Coprates 
Juventae 
Eos-Capri 
Gangis-Eos Junction 
Gangis 

Valles 

Kasei 36.9 
Maja 3.3 
Shalbatana 4.5 
Simud-Tiu-Ares mouth 9.0 
Ares 8.0 

Chaos 

Pyrrhoe 
Hydroates 
Hydaspis 
Iani 
Aram 
Margaritifer 
Aureum-Arsinoes 

S imud 
Tiu 

6 3 Total volume of 5.89 x fO km . 
The negative volumes are created by a combination of tectonism and water- 
abetted processes such as erosion and solution. It has been suggested that 
the Lus, Tithonium, and Coprates canyons, are formed largely by faulting 
because they are all parallel to the Tharsis radials and contain prominent 
faults scarps (3). The combined volume of these thr e c nyons, together with % 4 Melas Chasma, between Coprates and Ius, is 1.69 x 10 km . The remaining 
canyons, channels and chaos mostly have ragged outlines, lack fault scarps, 
and cut across the strike of the local faults, so are unlikely to have formed 
mainly by faulting. They probably formed as a consequence of massive removal 
of groundwater and host rocks during enor ous floods (4). If true, then the 
total volume removed by water is 4.2 x 10' km3. If we further assume that all 
the water carried its maximum s dim nt load of 40% by volume (5), then we % 9 conclude that at least 6.3 x 10 km of water, was involved. The latter 
assumption is extremely conservative and almost certainly results in a major 
underestimate of the amount of water. The distribution of valley networks and 
outflow channels elsewhere on the planet suggests that groundwater was evenly 
distributed planet-wide at the end of heavy bombardment. Extrapolating the 
circum-Chryse water volumes to the entire planet, yiekds 3 value for the 
minimum total near-surface water inventory of 63 x 10 km , or 435 m averaged 
over the entire planet. 
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